Introduction
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is one of the most important tools that lead current nanoscience and nanotechnology in many diverse areas including physics, chemistry, material engineering, and nano-biology. The current AFM technique has been routinely applied to forced unbinding processes of biomolecular complexes such as antibody-antigen binding, ligand-receptor pairs, protein unfolding, DNA unbinding, and RNA unfolding studies (Butt et al., 2005; Fritz & Anselmetti, 1997; Schumakovitch et al., 2002) . AFMs have also been applied to intermolecular friction studies (Carpick et al., 1997; Colchero et al., 1996; Fernandez-Torres et al., 2003; Goddenhenrich et al., 1994; Goertz et al., 2007; B.I. Kim et al., 2001; Major et al., 2006) . These previous techniques of measuring friction employed a lateral modulation of the sample relative to the cantilever as a means to measure normal force and friction force at the same time (Burns et al., 1999a; Carpick et al., 1997; Colchero et al., 1996; Goddenhenrich et al., 1994; Goertz et al., 2007; Major et al., 2006) . However, AFM usage has been limited to passive applications (e.g., pull-off force measurement in the force-distance curve) and can only be applied to the measurement of friction while the tip is touching the sample surface because of an intrinsic mechanical instability of the tip-sample assembly near a sample surface called the "snap-to-contact problem" (Burnham, 1989; Lodge, 1983) . During measurements, the mechanical instability occurs when the force derivative (i.e., dFa/dz), in respect to the tip position (z), exceeds the stiffness of the cantilever (spring constant k) (Greenwood, 1997; Israelachvili & Adams, 1978; Noy et al., 1997; Sarid, 1991) , causing data points to be missed near the sample surface (Cappella & Dietler, 1999) . This has been a significant barrier to understanding the nanoscopic water junction between the tip and the surface in ambient conditions, which makes it difficult, with AFM data, to directly reveal the interfacial water structure and/or analyze it with existing theories.
A decade ago for the purpose of avoiding the mechanical instability in measuring intermolecular forces, magnetic force feedback was implemented in AFM systems by attaching a magnet to the end of a cantilever (Ashby et al., 2000; Jarvis et al., 1996; A.M. Parker & J.L. Parker, 1992; Yamamoto et al., 1997) . However, the magnetic force feedback requires a tedious process of attaching magnets to the backside of the cantilever using an inverted optical microscope equipped with micromanipulators (Ashby et al., 2000; Yamamoto et al., 1997) and has poor performance in the servo system due to eddy currents (Jarvis et al., 1996; Parker & Parker, 1992; Yamamoto et al., 1997) .
Interfacial force microscopy (IFM) was developed fifteen years ago, as an independent approach to avoid the mechanical instability problems related to the snap-to-contact problem associated with regular AFMs, (Chang et al., 2004; Joyce & Houston, 1991; Houston & Michalske, 1992) . The IFM did not use the AFM platform, such as cantilever and optical detection schemes in measuring forces between two surfaces. Instead, the IFM uses its own force sensor with a larger tip (typical diameter around 0.1 m to 1 m) and an electrical detection scheme. Using force feedback, the IFM is capable of preventing the mechanical instability of the tip-sample assembly near a sample surface.
The IFM has greatly expanded applicability to the various problems at interfaces that the AFM cannot offer. IFM has been applied to diverse interfacial research including nanotribology (Burns et al., 1999b; Kiely & Houston, 1999; H.I. Kim & Houston, 2000) , interfacial adhesion Huber et al., 2003) and probing of interfacial water structures (Major et al., 2006; Matthew et al., 2007) . IFMs have contributed to molecular scale understanding of various surface phenomena. Kim and Houston applied IFM to measure friction force and normal force simultaneously to study the molecular nature of friction independently (H.I. Kim & Houston, 2000) . The friction force is decoupled from normal force in the frequency domain. They used small vibrations to reduce the amount of wearing, getting friction information directly from the response amplitude with a lock-in amplifier. The earlier approach using AFM by Goodenhenrich et al. is similar to friction measurements but cannot be applied to friction studies at attractive regimes (Goodenhenrich et al., 1994) . As an approach to study attractive regimes, friction forces have been measured using the IFM (Joyce & Houston, 1991) , where the force feedback makes it possible. (Burns et al., 1999a; Goertz et al., 2007; Major et al., 2006) . Burns et al. applied IFM to measure friction force and normal force simultaneously to study the molecular nature of friction to investigate the intermolecular friction along with normal forces in the attractive regime (Burns et al., 1999a) .
However, the IFM technique has not been widely used due to low sensitivity and the technical complexity of the electrical-sensing method. The current IFM system uses a relatively bigger tip with the typical diameter around one micrometer for measurement of molecular interactions due to the existing low sensitivity issue in the electric force detection method of the current "teeter-totter" type of IFM force sensor (Joyce & Houston, 1991) . The larger tip and the complexity of the electrical detection measurements have limited the use of the IFM as a popular tool to address the issues, especially at the single molecular level.
By combining a conventional IFM and AFM-type cantilever and its optical detection scheme, we recently developed a force microscope called the cantilever-based optical interfacial force microscope (COIFM) (Bonander & B.I. Kim, 2008) . The COIFM substantively improved the force sensitivity, measurement resolution and accuracy over the conventional IFM and ordinary AFM measurements. In this chapter, the design and development of the COIFM are described along with a general description of avoiding the cantilever instability by using force feedback when measuring intermolecular forces. We derived how the interfacial force can be incorporated into the detection signal using the Euler equations for beams. Relevant calibration methods and approaches are covered for the analysis of the COIFM data. The COIFM's unique force profiles related to ambient water structure on a surface have been demonstrated (Bonander & B.I. Kim, 2008; B.I. Kim et al., 2011) . At the end of the chapter, the future applications of the COIFM system are discussed.
Design and development of COIFM
A schematic diagram of the overall COIFM system with the force feedback control is shown in Figure 1(a) . We modified a commercially available AFM system (Autoprobe LS, Park Scientific Instruments, Sunnyvale, CA), which was originally designed for general purpose use of AFM, for the base of the COIFM system to be built upon. The feedback loop was developed using an RHK SPM 1000 controller (RHK Technology, Inc., Troy, MI). The feedback control parameters, such as time-constant and gain, can be manually adjusted for the optimal feedback condition. The tip-sample distance in the z-direction was controlled by a high-voltage signal controller sent to the piezo tube. An optical beam deflection detection scheme in the AFM head of an AutoProbe LS (former Park Scientific Instruments) was used to transmit the interaction force between the tip and the surface into the electrical signal (E. Meyer et.al, 1988) . The wavelength of the laser light for the optical detection is 670 nm and the position-sensitive detector is a bi-cell silicon photo-diode. The head was interfaced with an RHK SPM 1000 controller, and all data presented here were recorded through analog digital converter inputs of the controller and its software. Before experimentation, the laser beam was aligned on the backside of the cantilever and A-B was adjusted to make the laser incident zero by reflecting in the middle of the photo-diode. The zero force was set as the V A-B value at large separations between the two surfaces before measurement. The tipsample distance was controlled by moving the piezo tube in the z-direction using the highvoltage signal controller. The tip then approached the sample until touching, using the stepping motor of the piezo tube. The tip-speed was controlled by the built-in digital-to-analog converter of the RHK controller in conjunction with the high-voltage amplifier. The lateral movement was achieved by dithering the sample in the long axis direction of the cantilever, using the piezo tube with an oscillatory signal of about 1 nm amplitude at the frequency of 100 Hz (Goddenhenrich et al., 1994; Goertz et al., 2007; Major et al., 2006) . A Hewlett-Packard function generator (model 33120A) was used to generate the oscillatory signal. The piezo tube sensitivities in the x and y-direction are calibrated to be 6.25nm/V and the sensitivity in the z-direction is 3.65nm/V. The amplitude of the ac-component V ZnO,ac, was measured using a lock-in amplifier (7225 DSP, Signal Recovery, Oak Ridge, TN) with a time constant and sensitivity of 100 ms and voltage gain of 100 mV, respectively. V A-B , V ZnO,dc and the lock-in output V ZnO,ac were recorded using the analog-to-digital converter of the RHK controller system. All data processing and analysis were performed with Kaleidagraph (Synergy Software, Reading, PA) after raw data acquisition.
In the present design, a cantilever with a built-in ZnO stack called a "dimension microactuated silicon probe" (DMASP) is employed as the COIFM sensor (DMASP, Bruker Corporation, Santa Barbara, CA). The DMASP cantilever acts as not only a detector, but also an actuator due to the ZnO stack. Voltage-activated mechanical bending of the ZnO stack serves for the force feedback in response to a displacement detection signal. The ZnO feedback loop is capable of feeding back high-frequency signals (or small forces) due to the wide frequency response of up to ~50 kHz, which is a hundred times larger than the zbandwidth of the piezo tube feedback loop of the ordinary AFM. Thus, the feedback loop allows for more rapid, precise and accurate force measurements than ordinary commercial AFM systems in the force-distance curve. Instead of applying an opposing force on the force sensor through force-feedback, as is the case of the existing IFM, the COIFM attains zero compliance by relieving the strain built on the cantilever. This feedback mechanism protects the tip from being damaged in conjunction with the flexible spring of DMASP, thus allowing repeated use of the force sensor and improving reliability of the measurement. resonance frequency known to be 3 N/m and 50 kHz, respectively (Bruker Corp., 2011) . The dimensions were measured to be L cant = 485 m, L tip = 20 m, which is in agreement with other previous measurements (Rogers et al., 2004; Vázquez et al., 2009) . L cant is the length of the portion of the cantilever between the base of the cantilever and the tip. A nanometer diameter tip underneath the cantilever allows for measuring the intermolecular interaction at the single molecular level between the tip and a surface. The cantilever has zero compliance during the measurement, thus preventing the snap-to-contact process associated with typical AFM force-distance measurements. Additionally, the sharp tip of the DMASP leads to probing the local structure of the interfacial water without averaging out the interfacial forces between the tip and the surface.
Theoretical background of COIFM with lateral modulation

Coupling of normal and friction forces through cantilever displacement
The cantilever-based optical interfacial force microscope is a combination of the AFM and IFM. The integrated COIFM employs an optical detection method of AFM and a micro-actuated silicon cantilever to self-balance the force sensor, which improves the interfacial force sensitivity by an order of magnitude and the spatial sensitivity to the sub-nanometer scale. This is enough to resolve molecular structures, such as the individual water ordering. illustrates an optical beam displacement detection scheme in the AFM head that was used to transmit the interaction forces between the tip and the surface into an electrical signal (E. . The tip of the cantilever experiences the forces F x and F z by the sample surface during force measurements. A general Euler equation (Thomson, 1996) is given for the vertical displacement of the cantilever (z z ) produced by the normal force (F z ) acting at a point x = L cant as follows (Chen, 1993; Sarid, 1991) ,
where L cant is the length of the cantilever, E is the Young's Modulus and z z is the vertical displacement caused by F z . The area moment of inertia (I) for a rectangular bar is given by,
where t is the bar thickness, and w is the width of the bar. where the spring constant (k z ) is defined as the following (Sader, 2003; Sader & Green, 2004; Neumeister, 1994) .
In addition to the vertical force F z , a friction force (F x ) along the major axis of the cantilever (see Figure 2 ) also contributes to the vertical displacement of the cantilever by the following Euler equation:
where L tip is the length of the cantilever tip. The vertical displacement produced by F x (z x ) can then be found in the following equation:
The total displacement (z c ), the sum of both z z and z x , is given by the following equation:
The bending motion of the cantilever due to the tip-sample interactions is detected by measuring the voltage difference (V A-B ) between two photodiodes, namely A and B, as shown in Figure 1(a) . The difference in voltage is proportional to the slope of the cantilever (according to the law of reflection) at the point (x=L cant ) where the beam is reflected as follows (Schwarz et al., 1996) :
where is a proportional constant. The total slope ( c  ) at x=L cant is the derivative of total displacement of the cantilever (as given in equation (7)) with respect to z in the following way:
The above relation is consistent with an earlier work (Sader, 2003) . The detection signal V A-B is related to the two forces as follows:
The above relation enables one to measure the normal force F z and the friction force F x simultaneously through the measurement of the optical beam displacement signal, V A-B .
However, the inability of the current AFM system to control the cantilever displacement causes limitations in measuring forces using equation (10) over all distance ranges due to the snap-to-contact problem.
Voltage activated force feedback
We apply the concept of the COIFM technique to the simultaneous measurement of normal and friction forces on approach to overcome the limitations of the AFM, using the DMASP cantilever as a detector and an actuator. Here we apply this concept to the case where friction force (F x ) and normal force (F z ) exist together by making displacement zero while measuring the normal force F z through the voltage activated force feedback (Bonander & B.I. Kim, 2008) . When in feedback, the detector signal (V A-B ) in Figure 1(a) is maintained at zero by generating a feedback force F feedback as follows:
In the voltage activated force feedback, a voltage V ZnO is applied to the ZnO stack of the DMASP cantilever. Because V ZnO is linearly proportional to V A-B with a proportional constant as given,
the feedback condition in equation (11) can be solved in terms of V ZnO as follows:
This equation suggests that the ability to obtain normal and friction forces while overcoming the snap-to-contact problem will make feedback measurements much more advantageous than non-feedback measurements. Equation (13) suggests that instead of the V A-B signal, the feedback signal V ZnO is used in measuring normal and friction forces.
Calibration of COIFM
Feedback response test
To find the time resolution of the COIFM, a square-wave voltage with amplitude 0.2 V and frequency 10 Hz was applied to the set-point voltage (V set point ) with the force feedback far away from the surface (B.I. Kim, 2004) . Figure 3(a)-3(d) shows that the feedback controller preamp output (V A-B ) follows this square wave by applying appropriate voltages to the ZnO stack of the DMASP sensor (V ZnO ). The square wave causes the cantilever to try to create a torque on the cantilever so as to achieve a zero error voltage V Error with the feedback on (Figure 3(c) ). The controller is set up to optimize the transient response in order to achieve the necessary time response for a COIFM experiment. The transient feedback response test signal (Figure 3(d) ) shows that the COIFM has a practical time resolution ~ 1.5 msec. The force resolution is less than 150 pN, which is a higher force sensitivity by two orders of magnitude than the existing IFM with electrical detection method (Joyce & Houston, 1991) . 
Normal and friction force calibration
A lock-in amplifier (7225 DSP, Signal Recovery, Oak Ridge, TN) is used to generate a sinusoidal driving signal and to detect the modulated output of the force sensor. By dithering the tip in the x-axis with amplitude 3 nm at 100 Hz and detecting the response amplitude with a lock-in amplifier, we can measure normal force and friction force simultaneously as a function of separation distance. With an amplitude of 100 mV at a load force of 10-20 nN, the friction force is typically 3-6 nN.
For qualitative understanding, the signal V A-B should be converted into force using the relation between the signal and the two forces in equation (10). Equation (10) suggests how to calibrate the conversion factors from the V A-B signal to both forces experimentally. To do this we need to find the proportional constant between V A-B and c  . When the tip is in contact with the substrate, the detection signal can be expressed as:
where z c is the cantilever displacement along z-axis. The above equation suggests that can be found by measuring the V A-B signal as a function of z c . The cantilever displacement can be changed systematically by contacting the cantilever to the sample surface (assuming that the indentation between the tip and the surface is negligible).
If an external friction force is applied to the probe tip, the system will be balanced by generating an additional force by a change in voltage. The output is the force feedback voltage to maintain zero compliance in the cantilever and represents the interfacial friction force between tip and sample. The actual force applied to the tip is related to the voltage sent to the ZnO stack via "voltage-to-force conversion factor." In actual operation, the controller system records variations in the voltage applied to the ZnO stack as a function of relative tip/sample separation. To experimentally determine the value of the voltage-toforce conversion factor, two measurements are taken. The first measurement is done with the tip in contact with the substrate. As a voltage is applied to the piezo tube, the piezo tube moves, causing the cantilever to bend. The optical beam detection will record a change in voltage. A plot is made of the change in detection signal versus distance, and the slope of the line 3 2 cant L     is found to be 20.4 mV/nm from the relationship between V A-B and z c shown in Figure 4(a) . From the figure, is found to be 6.60x10 3 V/rad with L cant = 485µm. The normal force conversion factor from V A-B into F z is determined to be 147 nN/V from 2 3 zc a n t kL  with the spring constant k z of ~3 N/m. The second measurement is done with the tip not in contact with the substrate. Here a voltage is applied to the cantilever, causing it to bend. Again, the change in voltage of the optical beam detection method is recorded (see Figure 4(b) ). The slope of the line is the constant which is found to be 34.07 mV/V through the linear fitting of the data in Figure  4(b) . Using the obtained value along with the measured value, and the spring constant, the calculated conversion factor for normal forces while the system is in feedback 2 3 zc a n t kL      is found to be 5.01 nN/V. Using L tip = 20 m (Bruker Corp., 2011), the conversion factor for friction forces 2 3 zc a n t tip kL L   is calculated to be 182.14 nN/V. It is important to note that this lateral conversion factor is 12 times larger than the normal force conversion factor because of 2 cant tip L L in equation (13).
Demonstration of COIFM in measuring force-distance curves
The capability of this COIFM as a second generation of IFM has been demonstrated by revealing the hidden structures of the interfacial water on a silicon surface at the molecular scale. Figure 5(a) illustrates a typical force distance curve taken on a silicon surface (SPI Supplies) in air with feedback off as the tip approaches with the speed of 8 nm/s at a distance of 50 nm away from the surface. In the force-displacement curve, the distance zero was defined as the intersection between the contact force line and the line where the interfacial force is zero (Senden, 2001) . The voltage units were converted into force units using the conversion factors found above, as shown on the right axis of each panel. A longrange repulsive force appears monotonously at the distances between 5 nm and 30 nm from the silicon surface, possibly resulting from the electrostatic dipole-dipole interaction observed by Kelvin probe measurement (Verdaguer et al., 2006) . The same experiment was repeated with the feedback ON. The voltage signal to the ZnO material, V ZnO , and the error signal V A-B were recorded as a function of tip to sample distance, as shown in Figure 5(b) and Figure 5(c) , respectively. One of the key features in Figure 5(c) is that the V A-B voltage remains zero during approach, indicating that all forces on the cantilever remain balanced or "zero compliance" by relieving the strain built up in the ZnO stack through force feedback. However, the sensing cantilever starts to bend as soon as the tip touches the silicon surface, indicating the breakdown of force feedback. The long-range interaction is reproducibly obtained in the force-distance curve with feedback on (Figure 5(b) ). The background noise level (0.1~0.2 nN) is smaller than the background noise (1~2 nN) with feedback off by an order of magnitude.
Direct comparison between two force curves with feedback on and off in the distance range between 0 nm and 5 nm shows that fine periodic structures with several peaks and valleys appear from the surface in the force curve with feedback on, whereas they are not absent in the force-displacement curve with feedback off. Interestingly, the periodicity of the peaks is 0.32  0.13 nm as marked with arrows in the detailed force-distance curve between 0 nm and Fig. 5. (a) A force-displacement curve between the tip and the silicon surface obtained without a force-activated voltage feedback system. suggesting the possible ordering of water molecules near surfaces (Antognozzi et al., 2001; Jarvis et al., 2000; Jeffery et al., 2004; Uchihashi et al., 2005) . This COIFM data on interfacial water demonstrates that the COIFM is capable of unveiling structural and mechanical information on interfacial water at the single molecular level, which has not been previously reported with the existing IFM. In contrast to the recent IFM studies of interfacial water, in which IFMs large diameter (1 μm-10 µm) tips were used (Major et al., 2006; Matthew et al., 2007) , the sharp tip of the DMASP was able to probe the local structure of the interfacial water without averaging out the interfacial forces between the tip and the surface.
Application of COIFM to moleular interaction measurements 6.1 Background
The capability of the COIFM over both the IFM and AFM systems is demonstrated by measuring friction forces and normal forces generated by the water molecules in an ambient environment. Friction is of great importance in micromechanical systems where water is trapped between two surfaces (Komvopoulos, 2003) . The trapped water has a critical effect on the performance of the systems through interfacial tribological properties (de Boer & Mayer, 2001) . This could include the roles of water in inter-molecular/inter-surface friction and in the reduction of the friction in water-based bio-materials such as artificial cartilage. Water molecules in bulk water are understood as being ordered at the liquid-solid interface, with that order decaying with each water molecule's distance from the interface (Jarvis et al., 2000) .
Far less is known, comparatively, about the structure of interfacial water in ambient conditions (Verdaguer et al., 2006) . In an ambient environment, in addition to interacting with the substrate surface, the interfacial water also interacts with the surrounding water vapor. More recent attempts have been made to describe the viscosity of interfacial water using the IFM (Goertz, 2007; Major et al., 2006) . The structured water exists not only on crystalline hydrophilic surfaces, but even on amorphous surfaces (Asay & S.H.J. Kim, , 2006 Verdaguer et al., 2006) . These studies indicate that the behavior of interfacial water molecules in an ambient environment is substantially different from the behavior of water at the liquid-solid interface. Here we applied the developed COIFM to probe the structure of interfacial water.
Materials and methods
All measurements were taken on a freshly cleaned silica wafer, Si (100) (SPI Supplies, West Chester, PA), in an ambient condition with the relative humidity monitored using a thermohygro recorder (Control Co., Friendswood, TX). The top of the surface is expected to be covered with natural oxide in air, thereby forming the silica, the most abundant material in the Earth's crust (Iler, 1979) . The wafer was attached to a 15 mm steel disk using doublestick tape and then mounted on a magnetic sample stage on top of the piezo tube. To remove all organic contaminates, the silica was cleaned using a piranha solution made from a 3:1 concentrated H 2 SO 4 /30% H 2 O 2 (Pharmco and Fischer Scientific, respectively). It was then sonicated in acetone for 5 minutes, then in ethanol for 5 minutes, rinsed with DI water, and then dried with a dry N 2 flow. Tips were cleaned using a UV sterilizer (Bioforce Nanosciences Inc., Ames, IA) to remove the residual hydrocarbon molecules. The tip speed was chosen as 10 nm/sec. The output signals of the lock-in amplifier were converted into forces using the conversion factors found in the results section. The converted force scales are displayed on the right axis of each panel and voltage units on the left axis.
Large oscillatory force of water in an ambient condition
We also measured both normal and friction forces in the water junction between the probe and the surface with the COIFM with lateral modulation. Figure 6(a), 6(b) and 6(c) show the measured V A-B , V ZnO,ac , and V ZnO,dc data, respectively, as a function of piezo displacement. The data clearly demonstrates that the force feedback allows for the COIFM to measure the normal force of water between the tip and the sample for all distance regimes, overcoming the snap-to-contact effect associated with the conventional AFM method. The zero distance was defined as the point where the friction force increases sharply as marked in Figure 6(b) .
As the tip approaches, both normal and friction forces remain at zero until interaction with interfacial water occurs around 12 nm away from the substrate. Surprisingly, the data show oscillatory patterns in both normal force and friction force. The V A-B signal also displays a periodic change with the tip-sample distance, as shown in an enlarged inset in Figure 6(a) . These periodic features are consistent with the earlier AFM-based observation of a stepwise change of the force gradient related with the thin water bridge in an ambient environment (Choe et al., 2005) . The absence of modulation turns out to decrease the number of oscillations by several times, therefore suggesting that the kinetic energy due to the lateral modulation promotes layering transitions by overcoming the activation barriers between two successive layered states of the interfacial water. The periodicity is found to be 0.227±0.056 nm for valley-valley distance analysis and 0.223±0.055 nm for peak-peak distance analysis. This periodicity matches the diameter of water, which is consistent with Antognozzi et al., who found the periodicity of water layers to be 0.24-0.29 nm even for distilled water deposited on a mica sample surface using a nearfield scanning optical microscope (NSOM) (Antognozzi et al., 2001) . This result is also in agreement with other earlier studies using AFM at the liquid-solid interface between a hydrophilic surface (e.g., mica) and bulk water (Higgins et al., 2006; Jarvis et al., 2000; Jarvis et al., 2001; Jeffery et al., 2004; Li et al., 2007; Uchihashi et al., 2005) . The interfacial water confined between two surfaces forms water layers with periodicity of one water diameter 0.22 nm (Jarvis et al., 2000) , 0.23 +0.003 nm (Jarvis et al., 2001) , 0.25 + 0.05 nm (Jeffery et al., 2004) , 0.23 + 0.03 nm (Uchihashi et al., 2005) , 0.29 + 0.006 nm (Higgins et al., 2006) , and 0.22-0.29 nm (Li et al., 2007) . This can be understood that the ordering of confined water molecules leads to oscillatory solvation forces, which are reflections of the geometric packing experienced by the molecules due to the imposing surfaces, with the period of oscillation roughly equal to the molecular diameter of water. The oscillations occur in the molecular force due to the transition between solid (ordering) and liquid (disordering), depending on the commensuration and incommensuration between the spacing and the molecular diameter (Chaikin & Lubensky, 1995) . These data on the interfacial water suggest that the COIFM is capable of providing unprecedented information on the structural and mechanical properties of molecules.
Most published data concerning interfacial water has never shown distinct oscillatory behavior (Goertz, 2007; Major et al., 2006) . This is because previous methods exhibit too much noise to see the distinct oscillatory patterns or have mechanical instabilities that prevent measurements over all distance regimes. One important aspect of data collection that is visible in Figure 6 is the lack of noise in COIFM data. This lack of noise is due to the size of the tip and the sensitivity of the system. With the lack of noise, a very distinct oscillatory pattern can be seen in both normal and friction force, which starts with onset of chain formation and continues until the tip and sample come in contact. Also, due to the lack of noise, it is evident that a peak in normal force corresponds to a peak in friction force.
Once the tip and sample come in contact, there is a very sharp rise in normal force and an increase in friction force as well. So the amount of noise in IFM data makes it difficult to see the correlation that is present in COIFM data. The COIFM employs an optical detection method of AFM and a commercially available micro-actuated silicon cantilever to selfbalance the force sensor, which improves the interfacial force sensitivity by an order of magnitude and the spatial sensitivity to the sub-nanometer scale, enough to resolve the individual water ordering on a silicon surface. The change in tip size and increased sensitivity for electric force detection in the COIFM in comparison to the IFM allows it to be used at the sub-nanometer range and make it a more useful technique in analyzing forces at nanoscopic ranges. While simultaneous measurement of normal and friction forces is not new, the resolution with which they have been measured by the COIFM is novel.
Conclusion
Here we reported the integration of the existing two scanning-probe techniques (AFM and IFM) through the development of an instrument called a "cantilever-based optical interfacial force microscope" (COIFM) (Bonander & B.I. Kim, 2008) . The COIFM is a new tool developed for the study of interfacial forces, such as interfacial water structural forces. The COIFM employs a commercially available "dimension micro-actuated silicon probe" (DMASP) cantilever in its voltage-activated force feedback scheme (Aimé et al., 1994; Burnham & Colton, 1989; Lodge, 1983; G. Meyer & Amer., 1988) . The diminished size of the DMASP cantilver at a radius of 10 nm, compared to that of the IFM's 0.1 m to 1 m probe radius, enables one to study water structures at the single molecular level. The smaller probe size of the cantilever enables improved force resolution over conventional techniques by at least an order of magnitude. Additionally, due to the optical detection scheme, the force resolution is improved by two orders of magnitude over the existing IFM with electrical detection method (Joyce & Houston, 1991) . The ZnO feedback loop allows for more rapid, precise and accurate force measurements than ordinary commercial AFM systems in the force-distance curve. The COIFM attains zero compliance by relieving the strain built on the cantilever protecting the tip from being damaged in conjunction with the flexible spring of DMASP, thus allowing repeated use of the force sensor and improving reliability of the measurement.
The recently developed COIFM technique was used to measure normal and friction forces simultaneously for studies of interfacial structures and mechanical properties of nanoscale materials. We derived how the forces can be incorporated into the detection signal using the classical Euler equation for beams. A lateral modulation with the amplitude of one nanometer was applied to create the friction forces between tip and sample. The COIFM with lateral modulation allows for simultaneous measurement of normal and friction forces in the attractive regime as well as in the repulsive regime by utilizing the force feedback capability of the instrument (Bonander & B.I. Kim, 2008) . We demonstrated the capability of the COIFM by measuring normal and friction forces of interfacial water at the molecular scale over all distance ranges. It also demonstrated the capability of this COIFM as a second generation of the IFM by revealing the hidden structures of the interfacial water between two silica surfaces (Bonander & B.I. Kim, 2008) . The distinct oscillations observed when measuring interfacial water potentially will reveal new information about molecular water orientation with further analysis of the data. Although there have been many friction measurements using scanning probe techniques, there are few explicit relations between the detection signal, normal, and frictional forces. The ability of COIFM to measure normal and friction force simultaneously, along with the incorporation of force-feedback control, make this type of microscopy a very useful technique in analyzing thin films and interactions between two surfaces, especially when measuring large amounts of force are necessary.
Future applications
Due to its excellent capability, the COIFM will improve the understanding of hidden interfacial phenomena. The COIFM will reveal new information about interfacial water and also other molecules where conventional AFM and IFM systems have been used, such as DNA (Hansma et al., 1996) . The usefulness and uniqueness of the COIFM in studying unprecedented structural and mechanical properties of interfacial water confined between a tip and a sample surface has already been characterized. Future applications of the COIFM will be extended to the recognition and investigation of biomolecular interactions.
Intermolecular friction forces play a fundamental role in many biological processes, such as transport along cytoskeletal filaments (Mueller et al., 2010) or inside human and animal joints (Flannery et al., 2010) . Biomolecular functions are the most important phenomena to sustain our lives (Alberts, 2002) . They carry out delicate structural conformation changes along the reaction coordinates during the biomolecular activation. The conformation changes are related to metastable intermediate states and energy barriers due to chemical and mechanical forces between a protein and a protein, between a protein and a ligand, and within proteins (Schramm, 2005) . Correlating the metastable intermediate states and energy barriers with known structural information is extremely important in understanding each step of the biomolecular functions. A biomolecular system passes through several metastable states before it reaches a stable state with the lowest energy. Even with such importance, however, metastable intermediate states and energy barriers are difficult to observe because of a relatively short life span (~10 -13 sec) and their non-equilibrium nature in a solution phase (Schramm, 2005) . It is for this reason that these extremely important and challenging problems mentioned above remain largely unsolved. As an attempt to solve these problems, instead of controlling the binding time along a reaction coordinate (e.g., using kinetic isotope effects), detaching two bounded single molecules from each other by pulling both ends has been employed as an alternative method (Evans & Ritchie, 1997) . The single molecular pulling measurements provide individual molecular value for a physical quantity (e.g., force) under non-equilibrium conditions because the measurement is conducted for each single molecule individually (Evans & Ritchie, 1997; Hermanson, 1995; Lee et al., 1994; Liphardt et al., 2002; Oberhauser et al., 1998; Rief et al., 1997; Ros et al., 1998; Strunz et al., 1999) ; whereas, the current biomolecular and biochemistry investigations measure the average value of a biochemical quantity over a huge number of molecules (~ 10 23 ) under equilibrium conditions. The COIFM's sensitive distance and force control capability allows for investigating the metastable states along the reaction coordinates level.
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